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Announcement of Reopening “Hotel Trusty Nagoya Shirakawa”
on June 20, 2016 and Accepting Reservations from April 1

Resorttrust, Inc. (“the Company”) will start accepting reservations for “Hotel Trusty Nagoya Shirakawa” on April 1,
2016.
The hotel has been operating as “Sun Hotel Nagoya Via Shirakawa” since its opening in December 1974, but has
been undergoing renovations since January 2016 with the aim of enhancing customer satisfaction. In keeping with
the renovation of facilities, we are renaming the hotel to “Hotel Trusty Nagoya Shirakawa,” and planning to reopen
it on June 20, 2016.

“Hotel Trusty” is a new concept hotel offering “innovative hospitality meeting contemporary needs,” based on the
concepts of “Stylish,” “Comfortable” and “Valuable.” “Hotel Trusty Shirakawa, Nagoya” is the eighth “Hotel
Trusty. “

Guest rooms meticulously blend “elegant space” with “highly functional design,” creating simplicity through the
use of a dark grey and light grey color scheme. Guest rooms offer in-room WiFi and duvet-type beds, while some
are equipped with a built-in shower compartment in the modular bathroom.

“Hotel Trusty Nagoya Shirakawa” includes guest rooms for members of the Sun Members Club, and has also
created guest rooms for patients of “HIMEDIC Nagoya” scheduled to open in summer 2016. “HIMEDIC Nagoya”
is a screening facility for the early detection of diseases such as the three major lifestyle diseases (cancer, heart
disease, brain disease), operated by HIMEDIC, Inc., which is a wholly owned subsidiary of the Company engaged
in providing medical screenings under contract.

Overview of Hotel Trusty Nagoya Shirakawa
Name: Hotel Trusty Nagoya Shirakawa
Address: c/o Via Shirakawa, 2-7-13, Sakae, Naka-ku, Nagoya-shi, Aichi Prefecture
Access: Five-minute walk from Fushimi Station Exit 4, Higashiyama Line
Building structure and scale: Steel-reinforced concrete (including some areas of reinforced
concrete),12 floors above the ground and two-story penthouse
Floor configuration: 2F (lobby). 5-8F (guest rooms), 11F (guest rooms, including guest rooms for
patients of HIMEDIC Nagoya for medical examination)
Number of rooms: 105
Room rates (tax inclusive): Single Standard Room
Single Superior Room
Double Standard Room
Double Superior Room
Twin Standard Room
Twin Superior Room
Twin Deluxe Room

¥12,000
¥13,000
¥18,000
¥19,000
¥19,000
¥20,000
¥24,000

Date of opening: June 20, 2016
Guest room facilities: LCD TV, hair dryer, shower/toilet, pants presser, in-bathroom telephone, pay
refrigerator, pay videos on demand, high-speed Internet access (free

Standard double room (image)

